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ANIMAL HUMOR. 
BY REV. SAMUEL LOCKWOOD, PH. D. 

"The heart is hard . . . that is not pleased 
With sight of animals enjoying life, 
Nor feels their happiness augment his own." 

WHAT deep philosophy might be evolved from an honest con- 
templation of animal sports! Just here a child may turn 

catechist, to the confusion of the wise man. Whether well or 
otherwise, Cowper's words have been allowed to push us into the 
vein. He gave us our first draught of literary humor. It was 
long ago, but it comes up to-day as a delicious vision. The first 
poem that made our almost baby cheeks to dimple with ringing 
laughter was John Gilpin; and when told that its author kept 
three pet hares, Puss, Tiney, and Bess, in our boyish estimate 
he became at once a right proper man. And the later judgment 
confirms the youthful verdict. It has seemed to me that it is 
with animals much as it is with other folks; the jocose and the 
pathetic, the gleesome and the sad, are very often from the same 
stock born. There is a rough-and-tumble mirth, enjoyed alike 
by dogs and boys, yea, and' those semi-barbarous ones denorni- 
nated " roughs." It is observable of this kind of play, with both 
the dogs and the urchins, that, however high their glee, a small 
thing Will put out all the fun. A decayed apple rightly thrown 
is often sufficient for this purpose: the whole effervescence is over, 
and the fun is flat as stagnant water. 

In the departed days when one chair in college took several 
"ologies," our good old " Prof." was a very funny man. He was 
intensely practical. His jokes, even, were kept in stock and cal- 
endared; each had its own time and purpose. There was his 
" star joke," always pronounced "huge and capital." This bit 
of wit, with stately introduction, was regularly aired in sopho- 
more year. A wicked junior informed us just when to expect it. 
Being now no longer fresh and green, it was resolved in class 
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caucus that we would conduct ourselves as behooved philosophers, 
when this laughter-provoker should make its annual round. At 
the expected time it came, and was really excellent. The pro- 
fessor let it off in good style; then he laughed heartily at his own 
wit. And why not? He had done so annually for a generation 
of years. But, alack! nobody joined in the chorus ! Such a re- 
frain! It was unanimous. The class were as demure as a pack 
of wearied mules. Every face was stolidly, starkly blank. As 
a humorist, that rotten apple had " put a head " on that learned 
man. Whether this cruel shock had caused the lesion of some 
nervous centre was not known, but we never heard the professor 
joke or laugh in class again. Ever after, the humanities were 
dispensed very dry, and ethics, his forte, were especially served 
up quite plain. Sorry for our naughtiness, we came to regard 
our action as a second-class joke. 

Within hailing distance of our former home at Keyport was 
the shop of a basket-maker. A pet monkey was the occasion of 
many an uproarious scene in the shop. In fact, all hands some- 
times played monkey, the quadrumanal leading off, hunted by 
the bimanal ones, over and through the sinuosities of great heaps 
of oyster baskets. Unaware of our seeming pedantry, we vent- 
ured to say that the specimen belonged to the family Cebidce; 
this was promptly corrected by an apprentice, who told us that 
it belonged to the "boss's family." Happily, we were both 
right. It was one of the spider monkeys, and known as Ateles 
Beizebuth. " The devil it is," said the apprentice. " You bet, 
there's deviltry enough in that monkey." To this we conde- 
scended no reply, regarding it as a little profane, and a good deal 
libelous. We continued by saying that the monkey came from 
South America, where they called it the " marimonda." Again 
came an interruption from the facetious apprentice, who said, 
" There is a heap of mountebank in the little cuss." The wee 
thing was a slim-bodied, long-limbed, and grotesque-looking creat- 
ure, and withal gentle, and confiding, and brimming over with 
fun. It was quite fond of a good-natured romp with the men 
and boys, when it would jump from one to the other, and cast 
around their necks that marvelous fifth hand, its prehensile 
tail. In tit - for - tat, tag - and - run, its agility and tactics were 
splendid. All this was very fine for a few days. But this 
good-natured romping soon became ill-tempered 'and vicious on 
the part of the shop hands. In truth, erelong that sense of feel- 
ing tired set in which so soon comes upon many an owner of 
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pets. Then came heartless practical jokes, harsh treatment, and 
general neglect. The poor creature had now evidently lost all 
heart. Something worse than the throwing of the rotten apple 
had happened. Marimonda was clever at catching sticks. A hot 
poker was thrown to it, - the burning shame ! Poor thing ! It 
now broke down completely, and made up its mind to drop all 
fun forever. Not at all vicious, still gentle, but joyless, it be- 
came chronically sad. Prematurely grave, for it was very young, 
the merry Marimonda was mirthful no more. I told its tor- 
mentors that the little fellow's days were numbered; in fact, that 
they were killing it. Already it had lost confidence in every 
one of them; but the first time that Ateles heard my voice, it 
approached me with a trustingness which was quite affecting. It 
attracted the attention of the workmen, one of whom said, " Just 
look at that! The beast won't come nigh any of us, and always 
fears a stranger; but see how it takes to the minister from the 
first time that it puts eyes on him. It fairly whimpers when it 
hears him coming." All this was true. And for that whimper - 
it was a plaintive coo, soft and flute-like. True it Was, whenever 
I called at the basket-maker's shop I was sure to be met with 
the love - greeting of little Ateles, a soft, cooing utterance of 
trustful joy. But there was much plaintful, tender melancholy 
in it, for the wonted merry mood of Marimonda was forever gone. 
That there was real affection in that little heart, I entertain no 
doubt. Its gentle eyes told all this plainly whenever they saw 
me coming. Such manifestations could not be other than touch- 
ing, they spoke so unmistakably of an implicit faith in me; and 
it is evident that it yielded the fruits of peace to the trusting 
one. I think with animals, as with men, humor and gentleness 
go together; and if either survive the other, it is this goodness 
that gleams when the other light is put out. 

I would not have it implied that this glinting towards, or even 
assimilating, the higher attributes of man makes our monkey less 
simian, but I would insist that such qualities should not be reck- 
oned brutish. It is these touches of nature that make the whole 
world kin. I never dared interpret the words of that apostolic 
man, words so weighty with significance, whatever that may be, 
to every thoughtful mind: " For we know that the whole crea- 
tion. groaneth, waiting for the adoption." Yes, trust is needed at 
the dark end of the journey. I have had a mouse creep into my 
hand to be covered, and to die. 

Poor Marimonda soon came to grief. A pot of green paint 
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unintentionally set in the way proved too much for simian curi- 
osity. She ate of the pigment, and in pitiful agony perished. 
This was dolorous tidings to us, and our temper rose to a spurt 
of indignation. Ah well, our soul contains no green-room secrets, 
so it may as well be confessed: it did make our placid spirits 
rily to see our pet comique go off like a contemptible Doryphora, 
dosed with Paris green. 

Shall not proper names be respected? And were not James 
and John apostles? How then could our learned friend ever 
again speak in meeting after that irreverent pun of calling his 
two monkeys, Jack and Jim, "' the sons of Cebidae " ? But there 
are some things that common folks cannot cope with. Once 
happening in upon our savant friend, we made the acquaintance 
of Jack, who now was alone. As his master said, Jack was a 
Cebus, and his proper name was Cebus capucinus; hence he was 
a cousin, so to speak, of our Ateles, as they both belonged to the 
same family, Cebide. I suppose that capucinus would indicate 
that this Cebus had a monkish head on his shoulders. Though 
very much more demonstrative, Jack had not the winning ways 
of Marimonda. His accomplishments were in another line. 
While the voice of Ateles was soft and musical, and in general 
her actions were gentle, Jack abounded in guttural gibberings 
and genuine monkey grimace. I had never before seen Jack, nor 
indeed, except the one fact of his remarkable sonship, had I even 
beard of him. When I entered the house he was chattering in 
his cage. I approached and said, " Poor Jack! " at the same 
time extending to him both my hands. He took a finger of each 
hand of mine into each of his tiny hands, and as he held me 
thus, he gazed into my eyes as a discerner of spirits might who 
is divining from the tone of voice and the light of the soul-win- 
dows. The query in Jack's mind was, "What sort of stuff is this 
new fellow made of ?" Mental movements are sometimes mirac- 
ulously quick, and that monkey's mind was made up like a flash. 
The savant looked on in surprise. "' You are the only one," 
said be, " that Jack has taken a liking to at the first glance." 
Of a sudden my host set up a terrible to-do, as if he would have 
me torn to pieces, crying, " Go for him, Jack ! Go for him! " 
But Jack looked perplexed, as he evidently liked me. He still 
held me by a finger of each hand; and it was plain that he 
would rather go for me, than go for me. Again, however, the 
master shouted excitedly, i' Go for him, Jack! go for him ! " 
And Jack, in obedience to command, went for me, shaking my 
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bands by the one finger of each as if he would impress me with 
the fearfulness of simian anger. And how wide open he kept 
his mouth, and how the white teeth shone, as from between 
rushed a torrent of gibbering rage! Now this perfunctory tem- 
pest was exceedingly well gotten up, considering the shortness of 
the notice. The part was well acted; the best make-believe 
anger I ever beheld. Of course it was the sheerest sham. The 
creature would not hurt a hair of my head. His owner's com- 
mands obeyed, he turned his attention to me from a friendly 
point of view, and began making a minute inspection of my hands, 
especially the lines in the palms, as if he might be practicing 
palmistry, he looked so grotesquely grave. 

Jack could catch, with either hand, a nut when thrown to him, 
and crack it with a stone as deftly as any one. He had his 
patience once sorely tried with an obdurate black walnut. His 
mistress put a large stone in his reach. It was so heavy that 
Jack had to walk nearly upright in order to keep his balance 
when he sought to carry it; but he succeeded, and down, with 
the nicest aim, came the stone upon the nut, which was fairly 
smashed. But if you would evoke the animal's genius, it was 
only necessary to tantalize him a little by putting nuts on the 
floor at an inconvenient distance from his cage. With a doubled 
string he would throw the loop, and lasso in the prize. We have 
seen him attain his object by the most persistent and ingenious 
movements of an awkward angular bit of pine wood. 

On one occasion a gentleman called who was bald. Our Cebus 
regarded the visitor with unfriendly wonder. Why should he be 
less like him than other folks were ? Had not other men, like 
monkeys, hair upon their heads? Was not this making an in- 
vidions distinction, perhaps to the disadvantage of capucinus? 
Of course, no son of Cebida could say, " Go up, thou bald head! " 
Still Cebus was in no reverent mood, albeit he did show off his 
accomplishments in the line of getting the nuts off the floor. He 
was next ordered to go for the gentleman, which order he exe- 
cuted with alacrity and spirit. As Cebus was securely confined, 
this paroxysm of obedience hurt no one. " But," said the gen- 
tleman, as he turned his back upon the cage to address his host, 
" I think his dexterity with that stick is wonderful, and shows 
him capable of even stranger developments." The gentleman 
was correct; and whether the droll beast was affected by the com- 
pliment or not, we cannot say. It was an inexplicable incident, 
however, that at that especial moment the angular wand was 
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brought down with intense simian anger upon that glistening pate. 
It did look as if Cebus thought, " Let me ' put a head on' that flat- 
tery ! " The gentleman's feelings may be judged from his ac- 
tions. Up rose a livid spot, on which, like a soothing poultice, 
one hand was tenderly placed, as old Uncle Ned would say,- 

" In de place whar de wool ought to grow." 
Now in all this we find incongruousness and surprise, and, to 

the spectator, sparkling, rollicking fun. In words, it would have 
the startle and unexpectedness of wit; in pantomime, that scene 
would bring down the house like a hurricane. Is it supposable 
that Jack was unconscious of the fun? I do not think that he 
was altogether funnier than he knew. 

Is it not noteworthy that the fun of animals is chiefly got at 
in sham battles, amid the roar of mock anger? Boys too often 
love to tease and worry animals, and not less one another. It is 
with the same impulse one ties a tin utensil to a cur's tail, or 
pins some annoyance on a playmate's back; and from the same 
source come tripping, and sparring, and knocking the hat down 
over its owner's eyes. If motive be the gauge, how fine the line 
between much of boyish roguery and monkey mischief generally. 
Ateles played tag, and Cebus attacked our humble self in fun 
and the bald man in earnest. On the doctrine of identity, our 
illiterate neighbor spoke more astutely than he supposed when he 
bade a teasing wag not to cut up any more monkey-didos with him. 

Have we not seen in some men a humor of an inhuman sort, 
the delight in torment and destruction? Some one has called it 
" pure cussedness." Mixed with better traits, Cebug had this 
malady in streaks. He got loose once, and found his way to the 
closet of confections. A few minutes sufficed him to eat to sati- 
ety; then the " pure cussedness " began to play. He took the 
precious sweets from the jars and threw them on the papered 
walls of the drawing-room. Oh, was not this the very delecta- 
tion of fun? " A melancholy scene," did you say? It was Mil- 
tonian: " Delectable both to behold and taste." Then came the 
smashing of glass and china, a most exciting perfomance. The 
scene of operations was now changed to the museum and study of 
the naturalist. Here he discovered a rich and novel field for the 
exercise of his peculiar talents. An aquarium contained a num- 
ber of living salamanders. Cebus began an investigation. He 
is quite curious about live things. If in the present instance 
vivisection was intended, it was very bunglingly done. Each 
one was taken out of the water, separately examined, its head 
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taken off, and head and body laid on the floor. Jack had now 
had a tearing time. The mischief done seemed to be to his 
heart's content, so he slunk back to the shelf in his cage, on 
which he sat, and looked the very image of demure and passive 
harmlessness. We find here a humor of a grim and brutal sort, 
senseless and wanton, - as when the vicious boy who had badly 
burned a cat was asked his reason, and said, " Oh, I don't know. 
Only just for fun. I did n't mean anything." Human conduct 
abounds in this meaningless deviltry. Maybe this ogreish humor 
is a phase of that total depravity belonging alike to beasts and 
men. 

But for striking contrasts of fun and gravity, commend us to 
our. young dog, Dick. On his mother's side he came from a 
high-bred stirps; of his father we know nothing. When Dick 
set about a frolic, all his powers were enlisted for the occa- 
sion. In the truest sense he gave his whole mind to it. At 
make-believe anger no canine actor could excel, and I have not 
witnessed his equal. I have seen him fly at his mistress, whom 
he loved with all the ardor of a devotee, as if the very furies 
impelled him. He would take her bare arm into his mouth and 
growl with the seeming ferocity of a Cerberus. Indeed, the sav- 
agery of that growl was one of the high colors in the picture. 
Had Dick been homo instead of canis, his histrionic r~le would 
surely have been a buccaneer, bandit, or some such marauding 
man of blood. No stage-strutting hero could roll his gutturals 
more fearfully. A stranger entering during one of Dick's tragedy 
fits would have thought his mistress a doomed woman. Make 
believe mad? Why, Dick would simulate "the very torrent, 
tempest, and Nhirlwind of passion," and all in the merest fun, 
simply a doggish joke, for when the splurge was over, not the 
least mark would there be on my lady's imperiled limb. I have 
more than once seen this animal in real rage, but it was mild 
compared to the apparent anger of these sham outbursts. And 
Dick would let off some merry jets of doggish humor. When 
encouraged to do so, he would laugh, and so droll were these 
canine cachinnations, that they would set the household in a 
roar. He would also stand up at the table, and, when told, 
would make a feint at a baby cry for a morsel of meat, which 
was very ludicrous. And, what was very strange, he could off- 
set the wildest frolic with the staidest sedateness of conduct. 
He could turn on the instant from the comical to the grave. As 
we sometimes found, this very gravity was to us decidedly annoy- 
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ing and inconvenient. If permitted to accompany me on a vil- 
lage stroll, he would walk behind with the deportment of a 
footman of the olden time; but let a dog come along and look 
askance at his master, especially let his tail come in contact with 
him, however accidental it might be; it made no matter about 
the size of the offender; if Dick was small he was spry and wiry, 
and generally the chastisement he administered was short, sharp, 
and decisive. If it were a large dog, Dick would attack him 
scientifically.. He was agile as a deer. If the subject for correc- 
tion was one of the heavy weights, Dick would spring into the 
air, and, descending upon him, inflict a bite in some unexpected 
place, his complicated tactics and rapid evolutions begetting in 
the mind of the burlier beast a perplexity like that of the Iron 
Duke when he beheld the strategy of the little Corsican: " Hang 
the fellow! he fights contrary to rule! " Dick's solicitous atten- 
tion to his master's personal welfare, though in spirit admirable, 
through his way of doing it had become to a degree oppressive, 
as the minister's good name was now associated with some 
notable canine contests. What would you think of the town 
Chronicle's going out of its way to wind up a dissertation on 
Village Dog-Fights thus: " As regards this well-fought contest 
between the expressman's big dog, Whitey, and the little Dom- 
inie in black, all must admire the dogged valor which gave 
victory to the latter, and sent the former from the field with a 
sad curtailment of his high prestige; and we cannot but compli- 
ment the professional gentleman on his being possessed of so 
large an amount of fighting capital, as the outcome of so small 
an investment in dog-flesh. The next time the little Dominie in 
black goes in, in the language of Lord Macaulay's old Roman, 
' may we be there to see."' Of course such ethical whisperings 
from so immaculate a source as the public press must be heeded. 
Having occasion to go to the railroad depot, we took the precau- 
tion to shut Dick up. But love laughs at locksmiths. Dick was 
at the depot as soon as his master, and occupying his usual place 
behind him. On came the train. A village mongrel, notorious 
for its habit of following horses and barking at them, came yelp- 
ing defiantly at the iron horse. We stood waiting for the train 
tp stop; this done, the bully dog retraced his steps to the plat- 
form, his tail wagging, expressive of approbation of his treat- 
ment of the great fire-fiend. It was evident that Dick, who had 
kept close to my side, viewed the whole performance with honest 
but intense disgust. Generally, dogs take to us instinctively; 
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they seem to know that we like them; I have almost wondered 
if the genius of their race has not heard us quoting, " I am the 
friend of dogs, for they are honest creatures." However that 
may be, the bully dog approached us and looked as if claiming 
our approval of his conduct. To Dick this seemed sheer impu- 
dence, and an imposition on his master's good nature which on 
his part should not be allowed to go unpunished. The bully dog 
was the larger, and stood his ground well for a few moments, 
but the punishment Dick administered was very severe, and Sir 
Lofty withdrew in a very humble mood. Our efforts to take 
Dick off were of no avail. He would never leave a job unfin- 
ished. To our astonishment and disgust we heard the compli- 
ment from the crowd, " Good for the little Dominie in black! " 
Now, as the words dominie and clergyman are in these parts con- 
vertible terms, the minister naturally felt this to be a slur of an 
unpleasant personal character. 

With all his accomplishments, Dick is quite a young dog, but 
at an early age lie gave us a manifestation of a very touching 
nature; if it had been in a child it would have been called filial; 
such as know the least about it will, as is the wont, probably call 
it instinct. The dog had been engaged in a very hearty, rough- 
and-tumble game with our youngest boy, on the kitchen floor; 
this gave Dick a decided advantage, and be made the best of it. 
At this juncture, old Maje, blind and decrepit with age, began 
whining at the door to go out for his daily airing. The day was 
very cold, and the ground white with the first decisive snow of 
winter. All this Dick knew, as he had been out that day, but 
old Maje, who was stone-blind and nearly deaf, was ignorant of 
the situation. Dick at once stopped his fun and went out with 
the old dog. The poor old beast was on a call of nature; Dick 
understood it all, and by certain pushes and other little canny 
devices got the old fellow to a proper place. Returning, he con- 
tinued the same kind offices, taking care to get so beside the 
blind dog as to prevent his passing the door. Now just think 
of all this. The new snow had put the blind dog at a disad- 
vantage by rendering the faculty of scent of small avail. All 
this the young dog comprehended; and then he did not wait 
for the old dog to make known his wants by a cry or otherwise, 
but actually and promptly anticipated them. Allowing the dog- 
mind to have worked as would the man-mind, -and what other 
way in this case is supposable ? - then are there not some fine 
points in this benevolence of the young dog? We may men- 
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tion, too, that this self-imposed charity of the young dog was 
regularly repeated under similar conditions. An instance may 
be stated, as it excited in us who watched from the window 
both amusement and admiration. Though there was no snow, 
the day was extremely cold. The old dog wanted to go out, 
and Dick, of his own accord, took charge of him. I verily be- 
lieve that the conception of the young dog was that the old 
dog stood in danger of getting frozen from inability to find his 
way back to the house. But the old fellow, who does nothing 
but eat and sleep, is as fat as a bear about hibernation time. 
He fairly waddles with his environment of adipose tissue. Not 
so his youthful guide, who is wiry and lean from incessant activ- 
ity. Now old Maje, feeling no discomfort, was in no haste to 
return ; but poor Dick stood shivering with the severity of the 
weather, and actually whined in his impatience to get the old 
dog home again. Still, notwithstanding the provoking insensi- 
bility of the old dog, his young benefactor did not leave him a 
moment until he had him safely housed once more. 

On this twenty-ninth day of February I went to see a seal on 
exhibition in New Brunswick, New Jersey. It had just been 
captured in the Raritan River, but a little below the city. The 
animal had fallen victim to a habit well understood by fishermen in 
other parts of the world, that of visiting a seine for the purpose 
of stealing fish. The difference was that this was a young seal, 

it weighed but one hundred pounds, -and was not up to the 
tricks of the old ones, who knew the ins and the outs, and could 
elude the fishermen. This baby seal was rather pretty. Its 
sides were mottled with quasi-leopard spots on a brown ground. 
The species was Phoca vitulina, the calf-seal, so called because of 
a calf-like cry which the species can make. There was nothing 
calvish in the conduct of the captive, however. Its captors were 
attentive to its wants, and really very kind to it. One of them 
undertook to pat it on the head, and got an ugly bite for his 
goodness. And what a head, so like that of a highly intelligent 
dog; well might Cuvier call the group Callocephalus, the beau- 
tiful-headed beasts, so pretty are they, and so knowing, with their 
large, black, lustrous eyes. Now, among the quadrupedal mam- 
mals, the seals almost seem to lead off the Educabilia, or intel- 
ligent animals, in cranial excellence, owing to their high, thin- 
boned skulls and their large and finely convoluted brains. 

It must then be that the seal is not without a faculty for fun. 
How great its capacity for instruction is, we know. I was greatly 
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interested in observing its skill in disposing of an unsizable fish. 
Unfortunately, the seal to thrive in confinement must be well 
fed; hence in its best condition it becomes lethargic, and there is 
too great a discount on its natural playfulness. They romp and 
tumble with one another, and have sham contests. But I once 
saw a seal that had dined to its satisfaction, and had one fish to 
spare, which was a menhaden. Feeling well after a good meal, 
it was in excellent disposition. It actually began to play with 
that remaining fish. It would seize the fish in its mouth, and, 
by means of that singularly springy neck, would with a jerk send 
it six or seven feet high in the air, and would utter a bark of 
delight, not unlike a pup, when the prey would fall splashing 
into the water. Then in bubbling glee our sea-dog would toss it 
into the air again. Then there were certain divings, and splash- 
ings, and bodily contortions, and shakings of the insensate fish as 
if it were alive, - actions all indicative of high animal enjoy- 
ment. I should think that this sport continued not less than ten 
minutes, when the animal probably was somewhat tired. 

The question arises as to the kind of fun, that is, its mental 
character. Was it like that of a boy tossing and catching his 
ball, a simple exercise of skill ? Or was it like the gambol of a 
lamb or a kid, mere animal gush ? I think it was like neither. 
It had in it a tinge of malicious exultation, the strong making 
game of the weak. How a cat will purr while it tosses the poor 
mouse, still alive, and perhaps even unhurt. There is in this a 
grim complacency, what seems to me a sort of vicious enjoyment, 
if not of devilish delight. The boys had their fun, though it was 
death to the frogs. I think, too, that all this is germane to the 
experience of certain natures sodden with chronic irony. There 
can be no doubt that carnivorous animals enjoy the excitement 
of pursuit, and preeminently the success of capture. As a rule, 
too, it is probably true that while hunger is unalloyed no time is 
lost in sporting with the captive prey; also generally no captures 
are attempted except when necessity prompts. But some ani- 
mals will capture and destroy sometimes for no other reason than 
that there is opportunity to do it, and they find fun in so doing. 
Alas, that, in this regard, in most unmanly preeminence stands 
man himself! 

There is an animal also of thin skull and large brain capacity, 
noted for its puffing and blowing as it gambols in the sea. This 
is the porpoise, Phoccena, communis. Twenty years ago it was 
often seen in Raritan Bay. To us the sight was full of interest. 
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With what a rhythmical movement these monsters would gam- 
bol along in line, one huge fellow taking the lead, and every one 
behind duplicating his movements, pretty much like the play of 
boys, " follow your leader." These porcine mammals of the sea 
follow the migrations of the Clupidce, the family of fishes in 
which the shad, menhaden or moss-bulnker, herring, and others 
are found. Thus we see it especially in the spring and fall. 
As food is'his object, the porpoise keeps in their wake, and that 
of the fierce and active blue-fish, Temnodon satltator. Not more 
terrified would a herd of gazelles be before a band of tigers, than 
is the moss-bunk-er, Alosa menhaden, when pursued by the blue- 
fish. The poor things crowd like a moving bank, compacted by 
the devouring pursuer, and the pursuer, so intent upon his vic- 
tims, is in turn pursued; for the porpoise is pressing behind. 

Though I implicitly believe it myself, yet I did not see what I 
am about to relate. I have heard it more than once from the 
eye-witness, an intelligent and much-respected man. He had 
been commander of a coasting vessel. Said he, " It was early 
fall, and I was running with garden stuff from Keyport to New 
York. I saw several porpoises. They were going in a line, 
much as you always see them, but the two head ones had each 
a blue-fish, with which it played as a cat does with a mouse. 
They were some distance off, and I might be mistaken about the 
height; but each porpoise would throw up its fish high into the 
air, maybe ten or twelve feet, as nigh as I could judge. Just 
after each toss-up of the blue-fish, each porpoise would duck its 
nose, by a forward pitch of its body." 

" That was indeed surprising. Let me ask, Did each porpoise 
catch the fish when it fell ? " 

" That I could n't say, but should think most like not. I think 
it picked the fish up each time. One of them I know tossed its 
fish up at least seven times in close succession, before it stopped. 
I am satisfied, too, that it was one and the same blue-fish all the 
time." 

" Well, well," we thought. "Then this queer, ogreish fun is 
found among porpoises, seals, and cats! And is not this, the 
grimmest, whether among animals or men, also the lowest hu- 
mor ? " 

In regard to Jack's lassoing the chestnuts on the floor, I do 
not see, with an able thinker, the necessity of his inheriting the 
trick, as an achievement by some arboreal ancestor who used a 
vine or pliant twig to loop in some coveted fruit on the tree. 
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That Jack might have had a grandfather smart enough for that, 
one may not dispute; but that he ever had an ancestor similarly 
held in limbo, and tried as he had been, is far from probable. 
Necessity is the mother of invention; and to me it seems that 
Jack, with no thanks to any ancestor, had to exercise his own 
wits in an original way. We had a coati-mundi, Nasua fusca, 
which we often tantalized with an egg, a dainty that it loved too 
well. Having tied the animal by the neck to the table leg, the 
egg was put at an unreasonable distance on the floor. The ani- 
mnal would tug at the string, and make most earnest efforts to ob- 
tain the prize, first by the use of the forefeet, and then, failing, 
by the use of the hinder. This being also of no avail, it would 
change its tactics completely, pulling by its neck at the string, so 
as to extend its body hindward as much as possible, then stretch- 
ing its tail towards the egg, at the same time bending it to a lit- 
tle curve at the end; then steadying and stiffening the tail by the 
use of one hand, with which hand a gentle pushing movement 
was secured, and the egg was rolled in a curve, which was short- 
ened by the shortening or increased bending of the tail, and so 
the prize was brought within reach. To my mind there seems to 
have been but one view of the case possible to both animals. 
When the exigency first arose, it was to each one a new prob- 
lem, and had to receive from each an original solution. The 
monkey got at it by looping a string, and Nasua by curving the 
caudal extremity; and, let it be noticed, each one used the irn- 
provised implement, so to speak, in his hand. In this way the 
one got the chestnuts, and the other got the egg. The point is 
that, whatever of intellectual force each might have inherited, 
each had to meet the exigency for himself, and in his own way. 
Coati and Cebus had each to rebus the riddle for himself. How- 
ever easy it might be afterwards to each, it was at first an inven- 
tion. 

And now, what of it all? It was not designed to inflict upon 
our friends a weary homily. We felt like stealing, as through a 
chink, a glance at the knowingness of the lower animal life. Surely 
there is among them, as related to a psychology of their own, a 
true humor, if one could but get at it; and is it not worth the 
delving ? This unfeeling humor of the cats and porpoises and 
seals; that dogged gravity, rollicking mirth, and filial bearing of 
the canine Dick; the chattering sport, the grotesque fun, the utili- 
tarian genius, and the discerning spirit of that " son of Cebida; " 
the flute-like cooing, harmless play, social disposition, and pa- 
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thetic trustfulness of the poor monkey, Marimonda, - what of it 
all ? " Ah ! " said our friend with the orthopterous " doxy," but 
who is afraid of crickets, and despises bugs generally, " Don't you 
mind; is it not all simply instinct?" "No," we answer, "but a 
part of a grand something, more complex and less blind; a fabric 
which God has been building since before the world." Our friend, 
who looked astonished, was one who always made full tithes of the 
anise and the cummin, even if he did overlook the weightier mat- 
ters of the law. Hence he was so particular about his vowels, 
too. " Fay-brick, fay-brick," he reiterated; " what do you 
mean ?" " Ay, bricks; ay, bricks, indeed," we said, simulat- 
ing the sound, " bits of the divine temple, you know. That is 
all." 

OUR WILD GOOSEBERRIES. 
BY PROFESSOR ASA GRAY. 

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST may be of much use as a medium 
of communication with every part of the country, and our 

scattered botanists may turn it to greater account than they have 
yet done. There aye many queries to ask, and bits of informa- 
tion wanted, which the local botanist or zoologist may answer or 
supply with little trouble and essential advantage to the science. 
The only difficulty is to bring the demand into connection with 
the source of supply. For that I know no better way, in the 
present instance, than to use the columns of this widely circu- 
lated journal, if I may be permitted to do so. Let me say, then, 
to the botanists, that the wild gooseberries of the United States 
are not in a satisfactory condition as they stand in the books, 
and that information and specimens are needed from very various 
parts of the country. A response to this appeal made by a few 
persons happily situated, in this and that part of the country, 
may perhaps clear up the principal difficulties in the course of 
the current season. 

A cursory sketch of our species as I now understand them 
may show what is most wanting to a better understanding of 
them. 

I. Let us begin with the species which a gardener might say 
was a cross between a gooseberry and a currant, namely, - 

Bibes lacustre Poir., well marked by having racemes of numer- 
ous small flowers, in the manner of a common currant, the blos- 
som as small and as open, and the very small reddish berries 
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